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ver the years, many athletes 
have wondered how they 
can identify unique things 
about their bodies that they 
can leverage to optimise 
their sporting potential. The 
question is not “how did 

he or she do it”, but rather, “how can 
I do it?” What can I do to reach that 
extra speed, clock that extra distance, 
or achieve my personal best? What is 
unique about me? 

Now, a genetic test can be done to 
determine which unique factors lie 
in your DNA that you can leverage to 
achieve exactly that. While DNA testing 
used to be expensive and accessible 
to only an elite few, the technology is 
proliferating fast, costs are decreasing 

and you now have multiple options to 
choose from to explore this avenue. 
The result is that a new generation of 
athletes is embracing the opportunity 
to learn more about their bodies, and 
subsequently using this data to their 
advantage.

DNA BASICS
Before we get into the detail, let’s 
cover a few basics of DNA testing. 
Firstly, your DNA never changes. 
Therefore, regardless of what age 
you are, your DNA will be the same. 
However, with the technology 
expanding the way it is, local 
laboratories can test a lot more SNPs 
(single nucleotide polymorphisms) 
or genetic points than they could 

10 years ago, yielding more detailed 
results. No two people’s DNA is the 
same (except for identical twins), so 
your results will be unique to you. There 
need not be any blood involved. Your 
DNA can be extracted from a simple 
cheek swab. Hence, there is no need for 
your DNA to leave the country. Testing 
is confidential. 

While many people are under the 
misconception that your DNA is a 
predictor of certain traits, this is not 
entirely true. Your DNA works like a 
trigger. Different genes connect to 
different parts of the body and these 
genes get switched on and switched 
off. Some of your genes will work 
well, or optimally, while others won’t 
work well, and this is where it gets 
interesting. Your exposure to certain 
elements, environmental factors or 
behaviours will determine the reactions 
that those genes trigger, and therefore 
your body’s response. This is why DNA 
should not be viewed as your destiny, 
but rather a road map or recipe from 
which to live and act, so that you can 
achieve optimal health, and in the case 
of athletes, optimal results. 

An example that makes this easy to 
understand is the ANKK1 gene, which is 
well studied in relation to addiction and 
weight gain, but also effects motivation 
to exercise. This dopamine-related 
variant is involved in the reinforcement 
value of addiction. Recently, researchers 
found that this same gene variant also 
relates to an ‘addiction for exercise’ — or, 
whether people felt that the reward of 
exercising was greater than doing other 
non-physical activities such as watching 
TV, playing video games, etc.

This is the fundamental principle of 
precision medicine, a field that is rapidly 
growing today as it enables each person 
to manage their health according to 
their unique needs. Additionally, the 
field emphasises prevention, rather than 
cure, when it comes to illnesses. 

DNA testing has evolved to the  
point that there are now various  
types of genetic tests that you can  
do, each testing specific genetic 
markers related to aspects such as 
your diet, your skin, your mind, your 
fertility, and your sporting potential. 
These tests scrutinize different groups 
of genes that play a role in these 
aspects of your health. PH
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Can your unique genetic code help 
unlock your sporting potential?  
Dr Christa North studies athletes 
René Kalmer and Deirdre Larkin and 
reveals some fascinating insights.

LOOKING AT GENETICS 
alone, René’s athletic 
potential is 52% power and 
48% endurance. It is this 
very high power potential 
that propelled her into 
the Olympic arena. In a 
sport such as running, it 
is good power genes that 
usually make the difference 
between a good athlete 
and an excellent one.

The ACE gene has 
been shown to be linked 
to cardio-respiratory 
and aerobic fitness due 
to its role in helping 
deliver oxygen to our 
body’s tissues, as well as 
regulating blood pressure.

René carries the ACE 
D/D (Deletion/Deletion) 
variant, which is thought to 
be better suited to strength 
and power. 

Her CLOCK gene 
categorises René as an 
‘Intermediate Circadian 
Chronotype’. According to 
research, the best time for 
her to train and her best 
sporting performance 
might be from about six 
hours after waking up 
into the mid-afternoon. 
However, several other 
factors affect sporting 
performance to a greater 
extent than the chronotype, 
such as diet, motivation, 
skill and other genetic 
predispositions. 

Genetically, René 
has a high risk of 
inflammation and that 
means she is at risk for 
overtraining syndrome 
or cytokine sickness. 
Burnout, or overtraining 

syndrome, is a condition 
in which an athlete 
experiences fatigue and 
declining performance in 
sport despite continuing 
or increased training. 
Overtraining can result 
in mood changes, 
decreased motivation, 
frequent injuries and even 
infections. Knowing that 
she was at risk helped 
René to prevent this by 
allowing herself enough 
time to recover, and 
alternating the intensity 
of her training. Going 
for a professional sports 
massage also helps target 
the affected muscles to 
reduce the risk of injuries 
and relieve muscle tension. 

Supplements that were 
recommended to René 
to manage overtraining 

syndrome included 
phosphatidylserine (PS). 
PS is required for the 
functioning of all cells 
and is found in highest 
concentrations in the 
membranes of cells with 
high metabolic activity 
(brain, heart, liver, skeletal 
muscle). Studies have 
shown that during high 
intensity exercise, PS 
demonstrated a blunting of 
cortisol (a stress hormone 
which disrupts many 
systems in the body) as 
well as a lower level of 
perceived muscle soreness 
post-exercise.

René also carries the 
thrifty gene. This ADRB2 
genotype would have been 
advantageous for hunter-
gatherer populations to 
store fat during times of 

abundance and break it 
down slowly during famine. 
However, in modern 
societies with a constant 
abundance of food, this 
genotype puts René at risk 
for becoming overweight 
should she cut down on her 
exercise significantly. 

Genetically, for weight 
management a lower-
carb, moderate-fat, higher 
protein diet is best for her 
– however, because of her 
high exercise routine, this 
had to be adapted. René 
was also told to avoid 
cooking with safflower 
and grapeseed oils as 
she’s a super-absorper of 
Omega-6 fatty acids and 
these will make her gain 
weight.

Eighty percent of 
French sport winners 
in Olympic, World and 
Europeans competitions 
have mutations in the 
HFE gene – and so does 
René. The variation, found 
in the homeostatic iron 
regulator (HFE) gene, is 
a known cause of iron 
overload – a condition 
called hemochromatosis 
in which the body absorbs 
too much iron leading to 
organ and joint damage. 
Athletes at risk for 
hemochromatosis but 
with iron stores below 
potentially toxic levels 
could have a competitive 

edge. Genetic testing 
and supervision 
by a health-care 
professional to monitor 

iron status could be 
an effective way for 

CASE STUDY

OF RUNNING

René has competed over distances ranging from 800m to the marathon.  
She’s a multiple SA Champion and a two-time Olympian, having represented  

South Africa at the 2008 and 2012 Summer Olympics.  

R E N É  K A L M E R

TRAINING » DNA
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Potential wider implications of 

ACTN3 genotype 
on outcomes from exercise
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damage following 
eccentric training

XX genotype
Increased 

muscle damage 
following 

eccentric training
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Reduced injury 
risk. Possible 
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flexibility

XX genotype
Increased injury 

risk. Possible 
enhanced 
flexibility
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But XX might be able 
to undertake more 
frequent training 
sessions due to a 

FASTER RECOVERY 
AFTER EXERCISE

Most research 
indicates that XX 
are more prone 

to higher MUSCLE 
DAMAGE DURING 

ENDURANCE 
EXERCISE

R-allele is considered 
PROTECTIVE 

AGAINST DAMAGING 
EXERCISES

POWER/ SPRINT 
ATHLETES
RR - 46%
RX - 46%
XX - 8%

ENDURANCE 
ATHLETES
RR - 33%
RX - 49%
XX - 18%

FREQUENCY2 
OF ACTN3 
GENOTYPES 
IN SPORT

Caffeine is a popular and well-utilised ergogenic aid across a broad range of exercise 
modalities. Knowledge of the differences in CYP1A2 gene may inform pre-competition 
caffeine strategies. For example, CYP1A2 AA genotypes appear to experience greater 
ergogenic effects following caffeine ingestion than C allele carriers, indeed, CC 
genotypes may even find some doses of caffeine ergolytic. Your genetic results will 
determine whether or not you should ingest caffeine, and if so, how much should you 
ingest to benefit from its ergogenic effects. 

genes and caffeine

INFLUENCE OF GENETICS AND EPIGENETICS ON 
TRAITS ASSOCIATED WITH ELITE PERFORMANCE

NATURAL TALENT Training 
Response

Reduced 
Injury Risk

ELITE ATHLETE

GENETICS

EPIGENETICS

To succeed in sport, an 
athlete must possess 
genetic and epigenetic 
variations that might 
predispose to a natural 
talent trait (direct 
effect), and/or to 
enhanced response to 
physical training, and/
or to reduced risk of 
injury (indirect effect).

DNA TESTING FOR SPORTS 
In 2018, the Chinese Ministry of 
Science and Technology revealed that 
China would use genetic testing on 
its athletes ahead of the 2022 Winter 
Olympics, incorporating it into the 
official athlete selection process. 
Other countries that support genetic 
testing include Uzbekistan, Brazil and 
Australia. South Africa participates in 
the RugbyGene project.

The debate over whether genetic 
testing of athletes actually works 
has been around for some time, 
especially regarding recruitment 
and selection programmes. I believe 
that genetic testing should not be 
used as means of talent identification 
since sport performance is complex. 
However, it holds utility within 
the athlete preparation process, 
providing information on exercise 
response, recovery speed and injury 

a previous decision in order to decide 
what to do next. Genetic testing 
enables you to take a bigger picture 
approach and incorporate more 
“leading indicators” into coaching 
decisions, which could help athletes 
make faster progress, identify 
competitive advantages and reduce 
injury risk.

Doing a genetic test can tell you:
• Whether to focus on aerobic or 

strength training – which type is best 
for you.

• What time of day is best for your 
training, or at what time are you at 
your strongest.

• Guidelines to maximize your 
supplementation, for example, 
should you be taking more iron or 
zinc.

• Your ideal fuel and energy source  
during exercise.

• Your response to caffeine – should 
you have 1, 2 or 3 cups of coffee prior 
to training, or rather none at all.

• Your ability to deal with oxidative  
stress and whether you need to add  
an antioxidant to your 
supplementation or not.

• Your muscle and bone composition 

athletes to optimise endurance 
performance.

Another great gene variation 
that René carries is called the 
angiogenic switch. Angiogenesis 
is the formation of new blood 
vessels. This process involves 
the migration, growth and 
differentiation of endothelial  
cells, which line the inside wall 
of blood vessels. An important 
aspect of adaptation to training 
loads in sports is an increase 
in the number of capillaries in 
muscle fibres, which improves  
the metabolism of skeletal 
muscles and heart muscle, as  
well as in the brain and lung tissue. 
René carries a gene variation that 
helps with angiogenesis. This not 
only helps with sport performance 
but also reduces the recovery 
times required. 

Blood flow and the water/
sodium balance in the blood is 
regulated by the blood pressure. 
Blood flow is key to bringing the 
oxygen necessary for aerobic 
energy (ATP) production as well as 
removing by-products in working 
muscles. Based on René’s 
genetic results, she is at risk for 
a raised blood pressure during 
(intense) exercise, especially in 
the presence of habitually high 
salt intake. An increase in blood 
pressure decreases blood flow 
to working muscles and induces 
fatigue. Careful balancing 
(intake versus loss) of sodium is 
necessary for René.

Based on René’s genetic 
profile, she has an excellent 
ability to utilize glutathione, the 
‘master’ antioxidant that binds 
free radicals. During exercise, 
the body’s increased oxygen 
demands produce more free 
radicals. Free radicals can 
be harmful to your tissues 
affecting athletic performance 
and recovery. Most athletes 
benefit from taking glutathione, 
irrespective of genetics because 
a 90-minute exercise routine can 
cause as much as a 60% depletion 
of glutathione in the bloodstream.

quickly but tire rapidly; these fibres are 
good for sprinting and other activities 
that require power or strength. 

The best-studied genes associated 
with athletic performance are ACTN3 
and ACE. These genes influence the 
fibre type that makes up muscles, 
and they have been linked to strength 
and endurance. The ACTN3 gene 
provides instructions for making a 
protein called alpha-actinin-3, which 
is predominantly found in fast-twitch 
muscle fibres. A variant in this gene, 
called R577X, leads to production of 
an abnormally short alpha-actinin-3 
protein. Some people have this 
variant, which appears to reduce the 
proportion of fast-twitch muscle fibres 
and increase the proportion of slow-
twitch fibres in the body, and is more 
common among high-performing 
endurance athletes than in the general 
population. On the other hand, carrying 
the rare “R” variation of the ACTN3 
gene gives you an advantage in 
sprinting, due to the amount of fast-
twitch muscle fibres. Usain Bolt carries 
the ACTN3 R allele, giving him, to say 
the least, a considerable edge in feats 
of strength and speed.

The ACE gene provides instructions 
for making a protein called 
angiotensin-converting enzyme. 
Individuals who have two copies of 
a version called the D allele, have 
the highest levels of angiotensin-
converting enzyme. The DD pattern 
is thought to be related to a higher 
proportion of fast-twitch muscle fibres 
and greater speed.

Whatever your goal – get fit, lose 
weight, build muscle – and training 
experience, to maximize your 
results you need a workout plan 
that’s personalised to you – and 
genetic testing can certainly help 
to personalise your plan in a more 
targeted way.

and how you need to support this, for 
example supplement with vitamin D.

• Your susceptibility to injury and your 
recovery time, such as how long 
do you need to set aside after your 
workout for recovery.

• Your natural response to running at 
altitude with recommendations on 
adapting to it.

• Your genetic lactate threshold and 
how you need to manage this. 
Lactate threshold is defined as the 
intensity of exercise at which lactate 
begins to accumulate in the blood at 
a faster rate than it can be removed.

• Your ‘built-in’ motivation to exercise 
and exercise tolerance perception

FAST OR SLOW?
Many physical traits help determine 
an individual’s athletic ability, primarily 
the strength of muscles used for 
movement and the predominant type 
of fibres that compose them. Skeletal 
muscles are made up of slow-twitch 
fibres and fast-twitch fibres. Slow-
twitch muscle fibres contract slowly 
but can work for a long time without 
tiring; these fibres enable endurance 
activities like long-distance running. 
Fast-twitch muscle fibres contract 

risk, to name a few. It’s possible 
understanding the relationships 
between genes and individual 
training responses can be used to 
better individualise athlete training 
programmes. For example, a recent 
paper published reported those with 
particular gene variants linked to 
aerobic training adaptations showed 
greater training responsiveness after 
eight weeks of targeted training. 

HOW GENETIC TESTING  
CAN HELP COACHES
Coaching encompasses both art 
and science. The science describes 
known facts about human anatomy, 
physiology and the way humans 
respond and adapt to exercise. 
Traditionally, during the coaching 
process many decisions are based on 
“lagging indicators”, meaning we have 
to wait to see how you responded to 

TRAINING » DNA
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DEIRDRE CARRIES A 
RARE variant of the ‘speed’ 
gene. Its official name is 
alpha-actinin-3 (ACTN3) 
R577X and is known to 
be common in elite power 
athletes. The gene regulates 
the ACTN3 protein, which 
is produced in fast-twitch 
muscle fibres. ACTN3 
protein deficiency results in 
a lower proportion of fast-
twitch muscle fibres (more 
slow-twitch muscle fibres) 
which is associated with 
endurance athletes. ACTN3 
protein efficiency results 
in a higher proportion of 
fast-twitch muscle fibres, 
which allows fast muscle 
contractions for sprinting 
and high muscle strength.

In addition,  Deirdre has 
above average lactate 
threshold trainability (LTT) 
and excellent mitochondrial 
biogenesis. The more work 
you can do before reaching 
your lactate threshold, the 
better. Lactate shuttling 
is the balance between 
fast twitch muscle fibres 
producing lactate and slow 
twitch muscle fibres using 
lactate as a fuel during 
exercise. Good clearance 
of lactate levels, such as  
Deirdre has, can improve 
performance and the 
intensity of exercise can be 
higher. In addition, if she 
takes a few weeks off, she is 
likely to get back to her peak 
LT levels sooner than most. 

Her profile also shows 
an above average genetic 
efficiency in energy 
production during aerobic 
exercise. The mitochondria 
are the key sites of energy 

production (in the form 
of ATP – adenosine 
triphosphate) for muscle 
fibres. Mitochondria use 
carbohydrates (sugar) 
molecules to produce ATP 
in the presence of oxygen. 
ATP provides the muscles 
with energy during exercise.

Based on her genetics, 
Deirdre benefits from a 
higher-fat, Mediterranean-
style diet.

A high need for Vitamin 

B6 was identified due to a 
deficient CBS gene. The 
reasons for ensuring an 
adequate intake is that 
B6 contributes actively to 
many chemical reactions 
of proteins and amino 
acids. It also helps normal 
brain function. But for the 
athlete it plays a vital role: 
it promotes normal red-
cell formation. Another 
key factor for athletes is 
that B6 is concerned with 

energy production and 
resistance to stress. One 
of the ways it does this is to 
make iron in the diet more 
available – more iron, more 
haemoglobin and more 
oxygen available for the 
working muscles. Another 
way it produces energy is to 
make carbohydrates more 
burnable for mitochondria. 

 Deirdre is also at risk of 
iron deficiency due to a 
variation in the TMPRSS6 

gene. A regular blood test 
for iron was recommended. 

 Deirdre’s genetics picked 
up that she is sensitive 
to gluten and it was 
recommended that she 
cuts back on it. However, 
athletes typically need more 
carbohydrates to support 
their training, and following 
a gluten-free diet may 
prevent them from meeting 
this requirement. Therefore, 
it is recommended that you 

only make such a drastic 
change to your diet under 
medical supervision.

Naturally,  Deirdre is not 
well protected against 
UV rays. In addition to the 
obvious sunblock, selenium 
offers protection against UV 
ray exposure and damage. 
Three Brazil nuts per day 
will help to give  Deirdre 
better protection.

 Deirdre was shown to 
be a fast metaboliser of 

caffeine, which has been 
known to improve both 
sprint and endurance 
performance. Individuals 
with the AA result in the 
CYP1A2 gene, experience 
a greater ergogenic effect 
and enhanced performance 
benefit with caffeine 
ingestion. Therefore it was 
recommended that she 
consume up to 6mg/kg of 
caffeine 30 minutes prior to 
performance. 

CASE STUDY

Randburg’s Grande Dame is a former concert pianist who first started running at the age of 
78 – and is still going strong at 90. She has amassed an impressive collection of medals and 

holds the half marathon world record in the 85+ age category. 

DEIRDRE LARKIN


